We report our experiences with the optimization and parallelization of a discrete element code for convex polyhedra on multi-core machines and introduce a novel variant of the sort-andsweep neighborhood algorithm. While in theory the whole code in itself parallelizes ideally, in practice the results on di®erent architectures with di®erent compilers and performance measurement tools depend very much on the particle number and optimization of the code. After di±culties with the interpretation of the data for speedup and e±ciency are overcome, respectable parallelization speedups could be obtained.
Introduction
For granular materials near surfaces, shape e®ects are quite obvious: On°at surfaces, polyhedral particles form heaps easily, while round particles roll away and no heap can be built, as in Fig. 1 . The system size or particle number does not help matters: though the round particles are smaller and the particle number is higher, heap formation fails to manifest. Also other properties are largely di®erent between systems with spherical and nonspherical particles. Apart from the angle of repose and coordination number, heaps of nonspherical particles show history e®ects. 1, 2 In the absence of free boundaries, the stressÀstrain relations under homogeneous compression (without shear bands) show a maximum for polygonal particles, but not for round particles. 3 The force-networks in assemblies of spherical particles show meshstructures 4 which are absent from systems with elongated particles. 5 The lack of meshes has also been noted for three-dimensional simulations of spherical particles. 6 All this underlines the need to investigate granular systems also in three dimensions with more realistic, nonspherical particles. We acknowledge the value of simulations which use clusters of round particles, 7 but for the current simulation we intended that all scalar input quantities should be veri¯able in the simulation. The friction coe±cient for particles with straight boundaries leads to sliding at the critical angle for°at faces in our simulation, 8 while for clusters of round particles, the bumpy surface will lead to unpredictable results due to interlocking of the surfaces or lack thereof. Finally, modeling walls with clusters of spheres can be quite costly with respect to the number of particles. The terrain-model made of 284 715 spheres in¯ve layers in Negrut et al. 9 looks as it could be represented by less than 100 polyhedra. To obtain a discrete element method (DEM) for granular particles in three dimensions which gives realistic results, we have implemented a code of soft (i.e. Young's modulus is¯nite) convex polyhedra, as a three-dimensional generalization of an earlier polygonal code. 10 For the interaction, in our model the computation of the overlap polyhedron of two convex polyhedra is necessary, 8 which is rather costly. Admittedly the amount of data for the degrees of freedom and the geometrical description of the particles is larger in three than in two dimensions. Nevertheless, the graver additional demand in computational resources stems from the fact when a simulation in two dimensions uses 100 Â 100 particles, in three dimensions the equivalent system may need 100 Â 100 Â 100 particles. Shared memory parallelization via OpenMP o®ers itself as appropriate remedy for the computational needs, as high parallel e±ciencies can be expected for DEM, as there are practically no dependencies. We refrained from message-passing parallelization, as the e®ort required in our experience is equal to that for writing the original code. Speeding up the simulation with general purpose graphic processing units (GPGPUs) did not look promising after some initial attempts: GPGPUs are to all intents and purposes single instruction multiple data (SIMD) processors which are ill-suited to our overlap computation which is littered with conditional executions. Depending on the di®erent relative position of the polyhedra and their features (faces, edges and vertices) the program°ow will change considerably, which is extremely ill-suited for SIMD-architectures. A short overview over other polyhedral codes and their performance is given in Sec. 4.2.
Program Characteristics
In the following, we give a rough overview over the simulation code 8 whose details have been published elsewhere. 2, 11 The whole production code is written in FOR-TRAN90, to avoid the pointer-aliasing problem of C and its derivatives: 12 In principle, standard-C does not forbid that pointers in the calls of C-functions may point to overlapping memory locations. The resulting ambiguity of the assignment of the values to the actual memory location at runtime can make the use of the cache impossible, so that all data have to be fetched from and written to the main memory, at tremendous performance losses. In FORTRAN, calling a subroutine with the same multiple argument is forbidden, and call subroutine(a,a) in any FORTRAN source code should trigger an error message from the compiler. Therefore, compilation under FORTRAN can optimize the memory access under the assumption that all memory addresses in a subroutine are unique and make use of the full cache hierarchy without restrictions. This means that even if FORTRAN-code is converted into C, as is the case with the GFORTRAN-suite, the backend-C-compiler can perform more e±cient optimizations than for a C-code with inscrutable pointer usage.
For the time integration of the equations of motion, we use backward-di®erence-formulae 13 of orders 5 (\6-value Gear predictor and corrector.") 14, 15 The angular degrees of freedom and the Euler equations of motion are implemented via unit quaternions and their time derivatives, 15 to avoid the usual singularities for the equations of motion for the Euler angles.
Boundary conditions
While up to now we have simulated mainly heap geometries on°at surfaces, 2,11 for parallelization timings a rotating drum¯lled with particles is more appropriate, so that the number of particles and therefore the computational e®ort per time-step is approximately constant throughout the simulation. The particles are dropped from their initial positions without any overlap with neighboring particles, and then form a bed on the°oor of the drum. The rotation of the drum takes care for perpetually changing neighborhoods, which, together with the realistically evolving packing, is representative for a dynamic granular system at relative high packing densities. To evaluate the performance, a time-step size of 2 Á 10 À5 s was used for two real-second simulations. For such a simulation setting, the equilibrium (i.e. for performance evaluation, the long-term average of number of neighbors) is reached within about 10 000 time-steps, so for the remaining 90% of the time-steps, the system is dense and evolves dynamics. For nonelongated particles in our three-dimensional simulation the coordination number is about 5. In two dimensions, the coordination number will be lower, which should not be forgotten when updates per second are compared with simulations for two dimensions. The drum with inner diameter 140 mm and the outer diameter 200 mm, is made from 34 wall particles and rotates with =6 rad/s. Two quadratic plates form the lids, 32 trapezoidal prisms with eight vertices and 12 faces form the drum walls, see Fig. 2 . 648 granular particles (polyhedra with 12 vertices and 20 faces) were initialized with their vertices on the surface of an ellipsoid with half-axes a; b and c as 8, 8 and 7.5 mm, respectively. We add a small randomization of about 1% in the angles which are used to tessellate the ellipsoid to avoid that the edges of two contacting polyhedra can coincide. This would lead to degeneracies in the overlap computation which would be very costly to deal with.
Neighborhood algorithm
In computational design, robotics and solid modeling, where the \particles" are not necessarily convex, there is a vast literature on the problem of \neighborhood algorithms" and \collision detection" (see Ref. 16 and references therein). Usually, it is convenient to employ a hierarchy of di®erent algorithms, where the fastest ones give the least precise information and the computationally most expensive ones give the most accurate information, as indicated in Fig. 3 , to eliminate collision candidates with the minimum computational e®ort. Because we restrict ourselves to convex polyhedra (even if in future codes, when we want to model nonconvex polyhedra, they will be reduced to rigid clusters of convex polyhedra), we can keep our algorithms and data structures simple. For our polyhedral particles, we hold ready the actual particle coordinates for the current time-step, as they are necessary both for most algorithms in Fig. 3 . It would make no sense to use only one set of master-coordinates in an original reference frame to save memory and recompute the actual position and orientation for every neighborhood-and overlap-computation, as a signi¯cant part of the computer time would be spent on the evaluation of sines and cosines to determine the corner positions. Primarily, the neighborhood-algorithm is implemented via sort-and-sweep of the bounding boxes, see Appendix A. We can do without the three-codes proposed by Bara® 17 for two and three dimensions and the detection of neighboring particle pairs can be done independently for the x-, y-and z-coordinates. The resulting neighborhood tables can easily be used to hold data from previous time-steps, like the previous tangential force necessary for CundallÀStrack's model 18 for friction in granular materials, for which we adapted a special version for the three-dimensional case. 8 The performance of the algorithm is insensitive to large particle size dispersions or di®erent particle elongation in di®erent directions, as can be seen from the fact that our wall particles are much larger than the granular particles inside the drum. Additionally, we use projection of extremal coordinates (Appendix B) to cheaply eliminate nonoverlapping particles from the list of possible collision candidates. In equilibrium, approximately 55% of the particle pairs in the contact list have an actual overlap, i.e. for about half of the pairs, only the overlap computation can detect that there is no contact.
Overlap and interaction
Many simulations, also for discrete element methods of round particles, employ central forces for the interaction, so that relatively few data (the particles' centroids and distance) have to be taken into account, while the particle surface does not enter The more rigorous the information, the higher the complexity of the computation. Algorithms in gray have been implemented and tested, but turned out not to increase the execution speed for our polyhedral particles, so they were left out of the¯nal production code. the calculation at all. In that case, computing power is a more serious problem than memory. In contrast, our algorithm needs a relatively large amount of input data. Additional to the mere positions, there are connectivity tables, i.e. corner-face table, which contains the information about the faces intersecting at a speci¯c corner, and corner-face table, with the information of corners forming a particular face. Together with the relatively complex overlap computation, this leads to a considerably higher demand on the memory bandwidth than for round particles, and the program execution will be delayed more by cache-misses than by the pure computational e®ort. For the interaction, the overlap polyhedron, its centroid and the contact-line (the intersection of the two overlapping polyhedral surfaces) have to be computed, the computation of the forces, torques and their direction is then relatively inexpensive. To obtain the overlap polyhedron, the penetration points of the edges through neighboring triangular faces of the polyhedra are computed in every time-step using the point-normal form of the the edges and faces. This is followed by clipping, depending on whether the penetration point is inside or outside the triangle. Finally, from the corners of the overlap polyhedron we can determine the centroid, the volume and the contact line, which are used to model the interactive force. Details can be found in Refs. 2, 8 and 11. Table 1 . Compilation on Linux machines was done with the PGI compiler (version 10.2). On the MAC, GFORTRAN-FSF-4.6 from the GCC4.6-suite was used. For performance analysis, pro¯ling tools of PGI (PGPROF and PGCOLLECT) were used for the Linux machines and the \Time Pro¯ler" tool from MAC OS 10.7 was used for the MacBook Pro. OpenMP was used for parallelization. For OpenMP, the underlying concept of parallelization is thread-parallelization, i.e. threads (data and the operations acting on it) are executed synchronously on several cores instead of sequentially on a single core, as long as there are no data dependencies. Before comparing di®erent processor architectures (Table 1 ) from di®erent makers, some considerations are necessary as to the nature of threads and cores. Intel-processors \allow" two threads per core, AMD-processors only one thread. The question is which processors are comparable, those with the same number of cores or with the same maximum number of threads. When looking at the number of transistors per processor in Table 1 , it is clear that the same e®ort for the hardware is necessary for the same number of threads, not for the number of cores. We will therefore mainly compare AMD-processors with eight and 2 Â 4 cores (AMD8 and AMD2/4), which can deal with eight threads each, with the i7 processor (with four cores) which also can deal with eight threads. The performance for AMD4 is also listed as reference.
Intel calls its two-threads per core technology \hyperthreading." In principle, the approach means that during the time one thread in one core waits for data, the other thread is executed. Nevertheless, as the transistor count shows that the amount of additional circuits which is necessary is of the order of a whole AMD-core.
The scalar code
The most costly part of the whole program is the overlap computation, where the (convex) overlap polyhedron of two overlapping (convex) polyhedral particles must be determined. For the computation of one overlap polyhedron 2 Â 3 kByte in data must be dealt with. For the beginning, we start with a system of about 700 particles. Accordingly, the amount of data which must be dealt with in a single time-step is approximately Additionally, there are the instructions and additional unneeded data which are loaded due to the cache block size. That means that the typical 9 MByte cache of an INTEL-processor (the AMD's cache is even smaller) will not be able to hold all the data needed in a single time-step so that cache misses will occur. We have used extensively (with respect to the number of function calls) standard FORTRAN90 functions which have no equivalent in standard-C, e.g. the computation of matrixÀmatrix products or the computation of maximal values of vectors. In the AMD-code these intrinsic functions took about 10% (according to \PGPROF") of the runtime. When the code was ported on the MAC, it spent 40% (according to \Time Pro¯ler") in the intrinsic FORTRAN-routines. Replacing the calls to GFORTRAN's matmul (MatrixÀMatrix-multiplication) with the MAC's native BLAS-routines 19 reduced the CPU-consumption to about the same amount as on the AMD's Linux-implementation. Conversely, replacing the call to matmul with BLAS on Linux had no e®ect on the performance. Further, on the MAC, allocation of workspace for the BLAS-routines lead to a performance downgrade. On the MAC, for compilation with OpenMP, additionally to -fopenmp we used -Wl,-stack size, 0x10000000 to guarantee a large enough stack size (256 MB in this case). Compilation with OpenMP increases the time consumption on a single core by more than 2%, probably due to the di®erent way the variables are allocated (more use of the stack, less on the heap and in the data region).
Parallelization
As most of the runtime is spent on the overlap computation, for the beginning we thought it would be su±cient to parallelize only the loop over the reduced contact list (see Appendix B) over all possibly contacting pairs, where either the overlap polyhedron is computed or the information is output that there is no overlap. We then had to decide the data attributes, the most technically di±cult problem in OpenMP. The wrong choice of the data attributes will inhibit parallelization or lead to wrong computation results. Data may be input-data only (firstprivate) or output-data only (lastprivate). We used private data, which are only accessible to each thread, and shared data, which are accessed by all functions (see Fig. 4 ). For the actual parallelization, the data of all the polyhedral particles are shared data, while the indices of the particles in the contact list are private to a speci¯c thread. The computed overlap polyhedra are stored in a shared array which is accessed by indices private to the threads. All other variables are declared by default as shared. The pseudocode for the overlap computation is shown in Fig. 4 . The performance of the parallelized code is summarized in Table 2 , with the speed given in updates per second (u/s). The speedup (ratio between parallel time consumption t n and scalar time consumption t s ) has been computed so that the execution time for the scalar code (t s ) was measured without OpenMP. The parallelization e±ciency, t s =ðn Á t n Þ, can be computed by dividing the speedup by the number of threads n. On the AMD8, the compilation with the OpenMP option modi¯es the memory usage so that an e±ciency of 103% is reached. On the MAC with i7 (four cores), there was still a Fig. 4 . Pseudocode of the¯rst parallelization attempt: schedule(dynamic) allows the dynamic allocation of threads for the parallelized overlap computation compute overlap. The particle indices p1, p2 and the pair id are private. The number of particle pairs and the contact list are shared variables, as well as over poly all, which is used to store the overlap geometry for all particles pairs. The computation of the forces takes place in a separate loop afterwards.
speedup when the number of threads was increased beyond the number of cores: At least for this case, Intel's strategy of hyperthreading (executing one thread while the other thread is idling, waiting for its data to load) seems to work. In this program version, the execution on AMD2/4 was even slowed down for an execution on eight cores compared to the execution on four cores. This slow-down can occur when the parallelization overhead is not constant, but increases with the number of threads.
Next we tried to¯nd the reason why the INTEL i7 outperforms the AMDprocessors in terms of updates per second. For a benchmark with summation and addition of vectors, similar to the predictorÀcorrector subroutines or the particle rotation, INTEL's 2.2 GHz i7 was at least twice as fast as our fastest AMD machine, AMD4 in Table 1 at 3 GHz. Looking at the speci¯cations, it turned out that the i7 is a \Sandy-Bridge" architecture with double precision \vector units," able to perform four°oating point operations simultaneously. In contrast, our AMD-processors have only single precision vector units, none is yet of \Bulldozer" architecture (AMD's family with double precision vector units). This explained why the performance of the INTEL i7 was better: The execution of the routines without parallelization was accelerated by the vector-units from which the overlap computation hardly pro¯ted.
Further optimization
There were three candidates for the low speedup observed in the previous section: One was use of the stack memory instead of the heap memory in the execution of subroutines, but enforcing use of the heap memory brought no changes. The second candidate, lack of memory bandwidth, was disproved as a single job with six threads was still considerably slower than two jobs started simultaneously with three threads each (which used together twice the memory). We investigated the¯nal alternative, memory con°icts in the access during the overlap computation, the most time consuming routine, by inserting a separating plane algorithm (see Appendix B.2), which reduced the amount of calls to the overlap computation. Unfortunately, it gave a slow-down rather than a speedup. Neither local optimizations of the overlap routine nor changes of the execution order in the loop lead to any performance changes. So far, we were stuck. A problem for the performance analysis was that the compiler substituted library functions for the original FORTRAN source code. What turned up in the time pro¯les were the undocumented names of the library functions, which were di±cult to associate with the part of the source code they represented. For the AMD-processors in Table 1 , the PGPROF-tool indicated 20% of the total CPU-time as barrier time (for synchronizing parallel threads). This is close to the percentage for which unparallelized routines would give the e±ciencies in Table 2 according to Amdahls law. We concluded that the PGPROF-tool misreported unparallelized routines as barrier time, and indeed, the barrier time was reduced when we inserted the OMPpragmas into up to now not parallelized routines, which will be discussed in the next sections.
Second Approach: Parallelization of Everything Else

New parallel version
Due to the lack of detailed pro¯ling information, we decided to parallelize all subroutines. First we parallelized the updates of the particle geometries and the inertia tensors. Fusing the force and torque computation subroutine compute all force torque with the loop for the overlap computation in Fig. 5 , instead of running an independent loop (Fig. 4) allowed to transfer the data with a linear instead of a two-dimensional array. The connectivity-tables for the features were rewritten from full matrices to sparse matrix form to reduce the memory throughput per particle. While originally, we had used the same (too large) dummy size for the maximum numbers of corners and faces for the overlap polyhedron as well as for the particles for the previous program version, we replaced the dimension with the exact number of corners and faces to reduce memory throughput. The overlap and the forces and torques are computed in the same loop, the overlap geometry is transferred private local data, in contrast to the old version in Fig. 4 , where the data were transferred via a shared array between two separate loops. \&" stands for continuation line.
We also modi¯ed the force summation from a scalar (Fig. 6 ) to a parallel version (see Fig. 7 ). To use the cache more e±ciently, both in the scalar and parallelized codes, we sorted the contact list according to the¯rst particle index, so that the data for the same particle can be reused for di®erent interaction pairs within a single load Fig. 6 . Pseudocode for scalar force summation in a single loop as used in Sec. 3: The indirect addressing of the particle indices p1, p2 allows no parallel execution due to possible dependencies. Fig. 7 . Pseudocode for the parallelizable force summation using two loops: In the¯rst loop, each thread sums the forces acting on the particles into its private data array independently. This is followed by a loop which sums the forces and torques from the independent private tables into a single data array.
operation. To avoid data racing (where reading and writing operations occur on the same data, so that it is not clear what is read, the old or the modi¯ed values) each thread has its own temporary variable for the total force (Fig. 7) .
Our neighborhood algorithm in Appendix A does not need the tree-structures which are mentioned in Bara® 17 for sort-and-sweep algorithms. The conditions that particle pairs are entered into the contact list in x-, y-and z-direction are di®erent and independent. Therefore, the corresponding three subroutines can be called independently on di®erent threads. Such a coarse-grained parallelism which can assign di®erent threads to di®erent subroutines is supported in OpenMP via the parallel sections-construct.
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The results for the newly optimized algorithm can be seen in Table 3 : Overall performance in terms of updates/s is increased by a factor of 1.5 or more, though the speedup for the i7 has become smaller. For two threads on two processors, the AMD2/4 exhibits a freak speedup larger than 100%, which can happen on cachebased machines when the performance on a single core is impaired by cache misses. The e®ect was signi¯cantly larger than the usual°uctuations in the pro¯les, timings inside the program and from the operating system were consistent. The other AMDmachines with multiple cores on a single processor did not show similar e±ciencies. Though beyond four threads the e±ciency drops, there is still a gain in updates per second. The reason why no higher speedups are obtained is the neighborhood routine, which is parallelized via the parallel sections-construct for up to three threads, irrespective of the available number of threads: As this makes it the only routine with a computational e®ort O(# of particles) for which not all threads are used, the overhead is considerable. A more¯ne-granular parallelization is in preparation.
Comparison with other codes
Hardly any codes have been completed for discrete element methods for elastic polyhedral particles. For the \contact dynamics" algorithm for polyhedral particles 21 there are no overlaps to compute, only contacts. Moreover, it simulates rigid particles, which means physically the limit of vanishing strain or external forces. As whole classes of problems (i.e. sound propagation, which is in¯nity for rigid packings) 22 we could not obtain enough information for a meaningful comparison. To our knowledge, the only other polyhedral DEM, about which details have been published, 23À25 computes the contact force via the distances of the contact points from the separating plane, and uses a spring constant (units [N/m]) instead of the Young's modulus which would be a more appropriate parameter for the elasticity in three dimensions. The performance analysis of the code 23 was fragmentary, with reported speedups on an IBM pSeries 690 of 5.2 with eight threads and on a SGI Altix of 3.4 with 16 threads for merely a thousand time-steps. The maximal updates per second of simulations of 17 176 particles are about 58.5 Á 10 3 u/s for parallel execution, but details on the architectures and the number of threads used are missing.
For comparison, we prepared a large system with 17 942 particles, as shown in Fig. 8 . The drum is again formed by 34 particles, with inner diameter 500 mm, outer diameter 560 mm and rotates with =6 rad/s. The grain particles are of ellipsoidal shape, as the small system. In reference runs with particles of di®erent shape dispersion, the update per second rates did not change. With the platforms in Table 1 , the performance results are summarized in Table 4 . As is seen, better performance can be obtained on our platforms and the highest amount of updates per second is achieved on the i7 machine with eight threads. Considering that the particles we used have almost twice the number of corners and three times of the number of faces as those used in Ref. 23 , we may conclude that our code is more e±cient.
Comparing the performance data in Tables 3 and 4 , with the increase of the number of particles (26 times), the best performance (in terms of updates per second) of the AMD machines (with their maximum number of threads) drop about 15%, while for the INTEL i7 machine with eight threads, the performance increased 40% from eight threads and 20% from four threads for the small system. The time measurements are seconded by the activity monitor, which on i7 shows only a load of 500% for parallelization with eight threads, instead of the expected load of 800%. For large systems, there is enough work and long enough loops on each core, the load reaches over 680% and then the performance increases with the number of threads.
Conclusion and Summary
Whether increasing the number of cores (or threads) leads to a signi¯cant speedup with shared memory parallelization depends on the architecture. For our rather costly overlap computations of polyhedra, eight AMD-cores showed signi¯cant speedups, while the Intel-processors speedup was relatively modest, nevertheless, it had already a higher scalar performance. For large system sizes, the Intel architecture showed the higher performance, but it is unclear how much of it is attributable to the cache, or to the main board.
Our algorithm parallelized rather e±ciently on multi-core architectures, once the main obstacle, the quite unhelpful pro¯ling tools, are dealt with. Frankly, shared memory parallelization was simpler in the 1990's on proprietary supercomputer architectures, as the compiler features were much better documented, the pro¯ling tools were more accurate and the terminology in the program output matched the terminology in the¯eld. On today's PC-architectures, crucial information is not accessible, or hidden behind hieroglyphic expressions. The computing power of a current i7 laptop MacBook Pro is notable, though the use with a free GFORTRANcompiler needs some additional tweaks to increase the scalar performance¯rst. Common neighborhood algorithms in molecular dynamics are Verlet-tables and neighborhood-tables, 15 where at certain intervals the whole neighborhood relation for all particles has to be recomputed from scratch, even if the particles only vibrate around an equilibrium position, i.e. do not move at all. It is more economic if the computational e®ort is limited to those particles which change their relative position. Both for Verlet-and neighborhood-tables the shape of the cells is independent of the shape of the particles, so that these algorithm are also very ine±cient for large size dispersions or elongated particles with arbitrary orientation. Moreover, for the CundallÀStrack friction model 18 and our variant, 2 it is necessary to increment data from a previous time-step for a pair of particles in contact. This is very inconvenient if we have to search in the list of previous and new pairs whether the contact existed already in the previous time-step, and which value was registered for the tangential force. We have therefore implemented the \sort-and-sweep" algorithm, 17 which monitors the change of relative positions of extremal coordinates (\bounding boxes") which we used earlier to simulate systems of very di®erent particle size in two dimensions. 26 A neighborhood list is held for the particle pairs, into which also additional information (overlap from the previous time-step etc.) can be included. Changes to this list are only made when sorting of the bounding box coordinates makes changes necessary due to the relative motion of the particles. Computer science enjoys discussing sorting algorithms in detail and at length, generally under the assumption that the lists are not ordered, and the bounds given are usually worst case bounds. Nevertheless, in our simulation, from one time-step to the next, our bounding boxes are already partially sorted. On top of that, the possible changes in the list are rather limited, as particles under elastic interaction laws cannot move too far, usually only small fractions of their extension in a single time-step. Therefore, we chose sorting with exchange of neighboring list members (\Bubble-sort"), as we have to decide the possible interaction anyway on a particleÀparticle base, and we have to register the information of possibly contacting particles into a separate neighborhood list. We do not need more sophisticated sorting schemes, except for the initialization, where the worst case for Bubble-sort, an e®ort of Oðn 2 Þ with n particles would be necessary for an unfavorable chosen initial con¯guration. As this would lead to an unnecessary delay in reaching the main loop, we used \Quicksort" for the initial sorting. Additionally, to allow for a simpler formulation of the if-conditions which compare previous and following elements in the list, we added a \sentinel" to mark both ends of the list, using the FORTRAN90 intrinsic function maxval for the maximal double precision value, so that we have -maxval at the beginning and +maxval at the end. The linear array a contains then 2n þ 2 elements, 2n of them contain the extremal coordinates of the particles for each dimensions, which lie between -maxval and +maxval. This simpli¯es the programming, as no additional if-conditions are necessary to prevent going beyond the list end, see Fig. A.1 . There is some discussion in the literature whether for n particles, such an algorithm is of OðnÞ or O(n logðnÞ) and even Oðn 2 Þ has been postulated as worst case, 27 while in our simulation it behaves like OðnÞ. The discrimination between OðnÞ or O(n logðnÞ) is arti¯cial anyway: Even for an unlikely large system of 10 16 particles, (n logðnÞ) would amount to a computational e®ort of 16 Á n, which to all intents and purposes is OðnÞ again. We have had excellent experience with this algorithm both in two 26 and three 2,11 dimensions for DEM, i.e. for problems where the interaction range is relatively short and the number of interaction partners is rather limited. Nevertheless, for long-range interactions and many collision partners (or many changes of the collision partners), the picture may change: When we replaced a neighborhood-table in a smoothed particle hydrodynamics code, it was the sort-and-sweep part which suddenly consumed most of the CPU-time. 28 
A.1. Implementation for one dimension
First, we will explain how the sort-and-sweep algorithm works in one dimension for a change of the particle positions for the time-steps t 0 , t 1 and t 2 in Fig. A.2 . A data structure of three linear arrays a, b and c, is used with two entries in the arrays for each particle i. Thus, each array has the length of twice the number of particles: a(k) contains the lower or upper bounding box values for each particle i; b(k) contains À1 if the entry in a(k) is for the lower bound and þ1 for the upper bound; c(k) contains the index i of the particle for the entry in a(k). For the con¯guration in Fig. A.2 the algorithm then works as follows:
Initialization at t 0 : In the¯rst time-step, without overlapping particles, the (upper and lower) positions of the bounding box are entered in ascending order into array a. For the sketch in Fig. A.2 (top) , the three arrays a, b and c have the following entries:
index (1) (2) Mark those entries which are not sorted appropriately (none in this time-step, as no boxes overlap). 
Check whether those entries are sorted appropriately. If not, sort array a so that it is again in monotonically ascending order. During the sorting, change also the corresponding entries in b and c together with a and register the corresponding particle indices from c, namely c(4) =2 and c(5) =3, which exchanged their positions in the array a.
index (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) a 2.5 4.0 4.5 6.5 7.0 9.0
Only if a lower bound has moved below an upper bound (this is the case, b(4) = -1, b(5) = 1), there is a possible overlap between the two particles, so the particle pair (2, 3) is registered as a new entry in the contact list as candidate for an interaction, as in Fig. A.3(a) . If a lower bound would move above an upper bound, as in Fig. A.3(b) , nothing would be done. The opening in a contact will be better dealt in a separate loop over the old contact list, so that pairs of particles which become too far separated are removed. For the other cases in Fig. A.3 26 can also be realized: Bounding boxes from the left side of the system are incremented by the system sizes and copied to the right of the list as \shadow bounding boxes," and vice versa.
A.2. Implementation for two dimensions
When Bara® 17 introduced the neighborhood algorithm via sorting axis aligned bounding boxes (sort-and-sweep) in one dimension, he did not explicitly say what to do in higher dimensions and only mentioned tree structures. In principle, in two dimensions the algorithm works in the same way as in one dimension, except for one problem shown in the previous time-step 26 as in the following piece of pseudocode:
(1) If there is a new overlap in the x-direction for the pair (i; j), register it in the contact list if there is simultaneously an overlap in the y-direction. (2) If there is a new overlap in the y-direction for the pair (i; j), only register it in the contact list if there is an overlap of the bounding boxes in the x-direction already in the previous time-step.
With this scheme, the case in Fig. A.4 (a) will be registered in the loop over the x-coordinates and the case in Fig. A.4 (b) will be registered for the position changes of the bounding boxes along the y-direction, since their bounding boxes along the x-direction overlapped at the previous time-step. The case in Fig. A.4 (c) will be registered in the loop over the x-direction, not for the y-direction, as there was no overlap of the two bounding boxes along the x-direction at the previous time-step. With this scheme, the problem of double entries is dealt with in two dimensions without additional computational complexity, tree structures or otherwise. (1) In the loop for sorting the x-direction, if there is a new overlap in the x-direction for the pair (i; j), immediately register it in the contact list if there is simultaneously an overlap in the y-and z-direction. (2) In the loop for sorting the y-direction, if there is a new overlap in the y-direction for the pair (i; j) and simultaneously an overlap in the x-and z-direction, only register it in the contact list if there was an overlap in the bounding boxes in the x-direction already in the previous time-step. data which has to be dealt with (bounding boxes from the previous time-step) also increases for the loops in y-and z-direction.
A.3. Implementation for three dimensions
Appendix B. Re¯nement of the Contact List
For polyhedra, overlapping bounding boxes are just a \rough" estimate for a possible overlap, they are \exact" only for cuboids with sides oriented parallel to the axes. To reduce the calls for the full computation of the overlap polyhedron, the elimination of pairs of particles which certainly are not in contact is desirable to reduce the computational e®ort. In two dimensions, 10 using circles around the center-of-mass was quite useful to eliminate pairs of nonintersecting particles. Unfortunately, in three dimensions, with ellipsoidal outlines in our simulation, this approach is totally ine®ective, as for most particles the bounding spheres intersect together with the bounding boxes. Generalizing the bounding spheres to bounding ellipsoid makes no sense, for computing the possible intersection of general ellipsoids needs the solution of a generalized eigenvalue problem for 4 Â 4 matrices, which would be at least as numerically unstable as its two-dimensional equivalent 29 for ellipses. In the sort-and-sweep algorithm, only the coordinate-aligned bounding boxes are used, while for faces with normals % 45 inclination towards the axes, particles will often not overlap when their bounding boxes do. Therefore, we re¯ne the contact list by using the projections of the corners of the connecting line between the centers of mass of the particles to obtain additional information which is independent of the orientation of the coordinate axes. In the following, we usē gures of polygons in two dimensions to explain the algorithms for the corresponding polyhedra in three dimensions. While the original contact list obtained from the bounding boxes must be retained as it is, as the sort-and-sweep algorithm takes into account only changes of neighborhoods, a list of less pairs will be passed for the computation of the overlap polyhedron, which will be referred to as \reduced contact list."
B.1. Re¯nement via projection of the extremal vertices
With the projection, the protrusions of the vertices of the two particles along the line connecting their centers-of-mass are compared, see While the computation of the projections for the vertices (vector inner product for each vertex) needs more computational e®ort than comparing the bounding spheres (scalar comparison of the radii only once), it can also deal with particles with very elongated shape, seen Fig. B.1(b) .
B.2. Separating planes
When the projection algorithm from the previous section fails to indicate that the particles are without overlap, the full overlap computation must be performed, but only in about half the cases, an actual overlap of the polyhedra exists. We therefore tried to devise an additional algorithm, more costly than the projection re¯nement, but cheaper than the full overlap computation, to eliminate at least a part of the overlap-calls. While the algorithm by Zhao and Nezami 23, 24 needs the separating plane for each force computation of interacting particles in every case, to reduce our contact list, we can make do with a \quick and dirty" approach which at least eliminates some of the pairs, as long as time is saved compared to a full overlap computation. Our algorithm for two polyhedra of P1 and of P2 with centers c 1 and c 2 , is the following: Additionally, one has to limit the number of iterations to avoid an in¯nite loop when the polyhedra actually overlap. As test case, we used convex hulls, which are much more irregular than the ellipsoid-tessellations in our simulations, as a worst case scenario. For pairs of convex hulls over 16 unit random numbers, shifted by (0; AE0:4; 0), the bounding boxes always overlapped in at least one coordinate. In that case, about 50% of the separating planes are found with the initial plane, 18% are found after one iteration, about 3% after two and about 1.25% after three and four iterations, so in 72% of the cases, a separating plane is detected. As 76% of the pairs have no overlap at all, our algorithm was able to detect 95% of those cases, the bounding box algorithm indicates a possible interaction but there is no particle overlap.
